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Response to R. Houghton (Referee)

We thank the referee for the evaluation and for the positive remarks about the new
information and method presented in this manuscript. The Referee mentioned that
there are several potential areas of confusion in our manuscript, we will response them
in turn.

1. The evaluation of field data and published data with environmental variables.

In this study, we did not relate environmental factors to the necromass measures.
Rather, we focused on terra firma forests which are defined as humid, lowland forest,
presumed not to have experienced fluvial flooding in at least 250 years in the Amazon
Basin (page 2000, footnote a). Therefore, we are not sure what the referee meant
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about the differences of the results between the field data and published data with the
environmental variables.

2. The contradictory results between stem mortality and mass mortality.

Actually, they are not contradictory results, but two different terminology terms. In
our manuscript, we found that forests with high stem mortality rate (i.e. number of
dead trees) are not necessary have high mass mortality rate (i.e. amount of dead
mass) (page 1988, lines 18-20). It is simply because more big trees die (amount of
dead mass) in the low stem-mortality NE Amazonia than in the high stem-mortality NW
Amazonia, (page 1988, lines 20-21). The same result was found in Chao et al (2008).

To avoid confusion, we will add quotation marks to the words stem and mass in the
abstract (page1980, line13 and line 17) and discussion (page 1988, line 18-20) to
emphasise that these are two different terms.

3. The arbitrary calculation of annual mass mortality.

The reasons why we used the arbitrary census period (i.e. about 4 years, page 1985,
line 21) are based on three concerns. First, varied census period can influence mortal-
ity rate, since longer periods tend to lead to underestimation of mortality rates because
the short-lifespan trees contribute less to the calculation (Lewis et al., 2004). There-
fore, we need to choose a narrower standard period to reduce this effect. Second,
recent census period can better reflect necromass in a plot than old, previous census
data, due to the fact that old dead logs are likely to be decomposed. Therefore, we
used recent census data in about 4 years prior to necromass measurement rather than
old, previous census data (e.g., 10 years prior to necromass measurement). The third
concern is the availability of dataset. The census period of our group (RAINFOR, Malhi
et al., 2002) varied from 1 to 30 years, so we chose those are reasonably recent our
necromass estimation and with more available data (i.e., 3.5 to 6 years, page 1990,
lines 19-20).
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We think the word -short- might be confusing for the readers, so we will use the word:
recent instead. Also, we will add above comments in our Discussion section 4.5 (page
1992) to address that our equation coefficients would change when using different
census period data, but we are confident that the major trends will persist.

4. Is aboveground biomass rejected as a variable for predicting CWD?

We did not reject aboveground biomass as a predictor of necromass, but we emphasize
that mass mortality input and living wood density are better predictors of necromass
(see r square of equation 8, 9 and 10 in page 1987-1988). One of the questions we
asked in this study is: can necromass be predicted from forest structural parameters
(biomass) or dynamic parameters (mortality measures and decomposition estimates)
of a stand (page 1982, lines 3-5)? We predicted (P1.1) that there is no relationship
between stocks of biomass and necromass and (P2.1) that forests with high mass-
mortality rates and slow decomposition rates have higher stocks of necromass (page
1982, lines 6-12). However, our results suggested that there is a weak correlation
between aboveground biomass and necromass (page 1987, line 23), so the prediction
P1.1 was not supported (page 1989, lines 3-5). In conclusion, necromass can be
explained by both forest dynamic parameters (mortality measures and decomposition
estimates) and forest structure parameter (biomass), but is better explained by forest
dynamic parameters (page 1993, lines 8-9).

We will rephrase our abstract and discussion based on above comments to clarify our
findings.
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